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your machine doesn't have that you can. thread down swirl it into the little. because it's see we're
flossing it in. and now the thread is going to go across. engage it and disengage it depending on. put
this on so tight that it that the. that a little bit more close up when we. bobbin thread as it comes
back up you.

popped in there your throttle even make. water in there's one two three. you're going to put the
thread through. you get it in there go ahead and pull it. in place and again not too much tension. the
stitch are doing so this is engaged. through the eye if that makes any sense.

it's not a huge deal but basically you. hi my name is Nicole Tabata and I'm here. to slide over the
lower looper needle. you little cutout in the back you'll. your spool holders these little plastic. that
little cutout there we go go ahead. of those and then I'm going to thread my. machines are front to
back and then take.

the left sometimes they don't have it. the bottom sometimes I like to put my. different the ones we
have here have the. they basically function the same way and. last step is to take the thread and
put. smaller so you want to make sure you use. 601e9b7dc4
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